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Some Research Trends:







The Value and Opportunities for
Sharing Research Data – an AU
perspective
Ross Wilkinson
Australian National Data Service
Tokyo, 2017

Scale of Problem
Complexity
Translation of research for society benefit
Reproducible research
High reliability research
Open research
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おはようございます

 Royal Society
publishes “Science as
an open enterprise” –
written by Geoffrey
Boulton ‐ 2012
 Influential in EU/UK

Outline:
 Some research trends
 The Australian research data experience
 Some reflections
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 Resilience and action on short‐
term environmental shocks and
long‐term environmental change
 Sustainable cities and
communities
 Sustainable production and
Equitable Access to Sustainable
consumption of materials and
Development
other resources
 secure and resilient food systems Human Rights, Good Governance
supported by sustainable marine and Social Justice
resources and agriculture
 Understand and respond
 sustainable health and well being
effectively to forced displacement
 inclusive and equitable quality
and multiple refugee crises
education
 Reduce conflict and promote
 clean air, water and sanitation
peace, justice and humanitarian
action
 affordable, reliable, sustainable
energy
 Reduce poverty and inequality,
including gender inequalities.
Sustainable Economies and Societies
 Sustainable livelihoods supported
by strong foundations for inclusive
economic growth and innovation
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From G. Boulton

Productivity & Irreproducibility

Paul et al. (Nature Rev. Drug Discov. 9,
203–
214; 2010
Calcoen D, Elias L, Yu X. (Nature Rev. Drug
Discov. 14. 161-2; 2015

 Clinical trial with 100K+ participation
 Data is not “controlled”
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Data Trends:





Trusted data
Open Data
Data Citation
Publisher data
requirements
 Data Journals
 FAIR Data
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The importance of data for translation





 Research has to be reproducible, so data is needed
as evidence
 Research data needs solid foundations so data for
research must be quality assured
 Research data is a commodity for trust building in
collaborations
 Research data is an output of research so is best
optimized for many forms of translation

Funded Fair Data
Data for Translation
Data Repositories
Trusted Data
Repositories
 The Data Marketplace
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Some International Responses:









Data Connectivity (International)

DataCite, Orcid,etc
Data Journals
Harmonisation of data policies by funders
http://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositor
ies
International domain initiatives
Open Data Initiative
Research Data Alliance
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European Open Science Cloud









Research data identification ‐ DataCite
Researcher Identification – ORCID
Research publication identification
Research project identiifcation ‐ RAID
Research Institution identification
Research Funder Identification
Vendor support
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Data Complexity – integrating many data sources,
from many partners
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A good (reliable) home for social sciences data:
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Data Reliability for Research

European Open Science Cloud
• The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) aims to accelerate and
support the current transition to more effective Open Science and Open
Innovation in the Digital Single Market.

 Good news!
 Increasing QA processes from labs
generating data for research
 Increasing QA expectations for health
research
 Plenty of protocols
 Industrial processes for data generation
The ACRF International
Centre for the Proteome
of Human Cancer

• It should enable trusted access to services, systems and the re-use of
shared scientific data across disciplinary, social and geographical
borders.
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https://rd‐alliance.org/ ‐
https://twitter.com/resdatall
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FAIR data opportunity/threat

Vision
Researchers and innovators
openly share data across
technologies, disciplines, and
countries to address the grand
challenges of society.

 Publishers increasingly requiring published data
 Funders increasingly recognising research data
outputs
 FAIR data protects researchers
 FAIR data builds reputation, partnership, legacy
 The opportunity of FAIR data is to compete on
ideas, not on a monopoly of knowledge

Mission
RDA builds the social and
technical bridges that enable
open sharing of data.
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www.rd‐alliance.org
@resdatall
CC BY-SA 4

FAIR data for Open Science

Data is Transformative

 Findable – data should be published with a
persistent identifier
 Accessible – it should have an open license – as
open as possible
 Interoperable – use community agreed formats,
language and vocabularies
 Reusable – rich provenance, enabling use beyond
the original purpose

 Governments are not investing in research data to
make life easier for researchers
 Investments in research data to enable societal
problems to be addressed
 This requires data to be in a form that allows a
wide variety of use
 Australia has been investing in this transformation
for 10 years now
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NCRIS: Australian Infrastructure Approach
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Australian National Data Service:

Stable for 10 years
$AU150M/annum
Invests in collaborative infrastructure
Both physical and data
Data is infrastructure
Separate from research funding
Substantial national data assets created
$20M/annum on data and collaboration services

To make Australia’s research data assets
more valuable for its researchers, research
institutions and the nation
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Australian Research Data Infrastructure Activity

So we need to transform:

Nationally:
 Capturing data valuable over long periods in
Marine, Astronomy, Earth Sciences, Ecosystems
…for a wide range of research purposes
 Supporting the storage of data
 Supporting the management of data
 Supporting the enhancement of data
Plus lots at research institutions

Data that are:
Unmanaged
Disconnected
Invisible
Single use

To Structured Collections that are:
Managed
Connected
Findable
Reusable
Value

so that researchers can easily publish, discover, access
and use research data.
….FAIR!
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Core ANDS Activities

ANDS 2013‐18 changes









 Focused on increasing the value of data to funders,
institutions, and to researchers
 Focused on the whole of the research system – an
integrated approach to data, data infrastructure,
skills, policy, and process
 Strengthened international engagement – mainly
through the Research Data Alliance

Research data management capacity
Policy support
Community development support
Skills support
Research Institutional Engagement
International Engagement
Research data publication services
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Data Value
 Stronger research – new answers in a rich data
environment
 More efficient research – see next
 More trustworthy research ‐ reproducibility
 Stronger partnerships
 More industry engagement – data as a trust builder
 Stronger international engagement on nationally
significant problems
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The Value of Open Data

Achieving value: there is a gap

 Data is more valuable if FAIR
 Publications are a reliable means of making
information available
 Data has to be reliable
 It has to be provided reliably – through reliable
data repositories

 Research data as a trust builder vs. commercial
advantage
 Research data infrastructure is nationally and
institutionally based
 System has to recognise value to maintain value –
culture change
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The Value of Open Data Report

Data Infrastructure Requirements

The analysis in the report suggests that the value of data
in Australia’s public research is at least $1.9 billion per
annum and possibly up to $6 billion per annum – at
2012‐13 levels of expenditure and activity.
It is more valuable if it is available through appropriate
research data infrastructure
e.g. users of the British Atmospheric Data Centre report
an average of 56% of their time working with data – that
data is open and with appropriate tools.

 Technology – to support scale, complexity, veracity, uncertainty

 Processes – to support the interaction of researchers
with research systems, inc. publication, licencing,
attribution

 Policy – to determine appropriate outcomes for
the expenditure of public money

 People – to ensure that researchers have
relevant skills, and data professionals are able
to engage
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Research Data Participants
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Achievements to Date:
 Australian Research Data Commons established
 100,000 data collections are described and
discoverable
 ANDS has formed partnerships with most Australian
research institutions
 Research Institutions have substantially greater
research data management capacity than 5 years ago
 Research data is on the agenda of VPRs
 Jointly Australia has world leading research data
infrastructure
 Australia has a leading role in world research data
infrastructure through the Research Data Alliance 35

 Researchers: need best data, and simple means to
publish and be recognised
 Research institutions: need strong data holdings, and
means of preserving data value
 Research data generating facilities: need quality
 National investors: need means of maximising
national investment, innovation and jobs
 International: need means of cooperation with all
relevant partners
So needs/value are very different in research system
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The research data ecosystem

When it works:
 CSIRO positions itself
internationally
 Addresses public good
 Makes more data available to
all
 So there is national
commitment
 And institutional commitment
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When it works: Tropical Data Hub

ANDS: What was needed to start:

 University positions itself
internationally
 Meets political need
 Makes more data
available to all
 So there is national
commitment
 Institutional commitment
 Researchers share data

 Commitment
 Willingness to NOT get it right
 Learning from strengths and weaknesses
elsewhere – don’t do data by discipline
 A data investment – not a technology investment
 Good host, good governance
 Identified leadership
 Money
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Over last 5 years:

ANDS: What worked well:

 Strengthened institutional commitment
 Built a whole of system approach
 Strengthened international engagement – mainly
through RDA, but also Datacite, Orcid, EOSC,
OECD, etc.






Getting going
Establish a “voice for data”
Coherence of research data infrastructure
Establishing research institutions at the centre of research
data system
 Establishing a national system of infrastructure
complementing institutional and thematic infrastructure
 Establishing international cooperation
 Coordination of policy and infrastructure
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What needs more:
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The next 5‐10 years:
 Reliable services
 Strong partnerships
 Strong workforce

 Focused too much on research in isolation
 Different approaches to different research outputs

 Storage treated as a computational resource
 What is needed is trusted data repository services

 Delivery of direct value to resaearchers
 Some institutions treated data solely as a technology,
or solely as a information management challenge

Delivering:
 High value data
 Ability to collaborate over the data
 Transformation in the way data is used in research
 Transformation in the way data is used beyond
research

 Need integrated strategic, information, technology approach

 More institutions seeing data as an institutional asset
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The research data ecosystem
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Reflections
 Rather than focusing on the data “problem” –
focus on the data assets created through research
 The value of data is not static, it is either more or
less valuable

For

In

From
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Reflections

Reflections

 Data is more valuable if it is FAIR

Research publications are trusted.
Trusted Data is crucial for a world of open science
 Ensure that trusted data repository services are
available
 Pay particular attention to provenance
 Build agreements on what constitutes trusted data
 Recognise the value of trusted data in the research
system

 If it is open – it is used more
 If it reproducible it can be used as evidence
 If it is well described – provenance – it can be used for more
purposes
 If it has explicit licences – Use Open licences as much as
possible
 If it is easy to use, because common metadata schema are
used

 Make data as open as possible!
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Reflections

In conclusion:

Data is not a technology issue only, or mainly:
 Ensure that effort is put into a professional data
workforce
 Appropriate policy settings requiring and
rewarding best data practice
 Good processes are put in place to support policy
 Ensure technology supports easy research data
partnerships – nationally and internationally

 The value of FAIR research data in open science is
very high
 The value is different for researchers, disciplines,
institutions, nations, and the public
 Use policy, skills, technology together
 It is very important to establish international
partnerships
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Thank you
ありがとうございました

ANDS is supported by the Australian Government through the National Collaborative
Research Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS).
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Australia License
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